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The Answer Is Blowin' 
In The Wind 

Drawing by Meg Davenport 

Each summer for the past seven 
years, about 20 members of the Youth 
Conservation Corps (YCC) have 
participated in the Corps' work program 
at the Parker River Fish and Wildlife 
Refuge in Massachusetts. The YCC 
worksite is on Plum Island, one of the 
windier spots along the Atlantic coast 
and about 2.5 miles (4.4 km) from the 
nearest commercial power source. 

The worksite's electricity originally 
was provided by an $800 portable 
generator that droned incessantly and 
swallowed about 3 gallons (11.4 1) of 
gas a day. 

During the summer of 1976, an 
environmental education project studied 
the power requirements of the campsite 
and considered alternative means of 
generating power. The site's power 
needs were rather small since electricity 
was used only for small power tools, 
lights, and occasionally for a projector 

and small appliances. The average 
electrical requirements were less than 
1,200 watts. Over 1,500 watts were 
rarely needed. 

The 1976 YCC workers researched 
available "wind plants"—the term for 
complete electrical generating systems 
(windmill tower and blades, alternator, 
storage battery, etc.). They found that 
many plants could produce 2,000 or 
more watts, but that they were 
prohibitively expensive—$3,000 to 
$10,000. A 1,000-watt plant was rated 
more efficient for the site and within 
the YCC budget. This plant was 
purchased for $2,000. 

The 1977 YCC camp erected and 
installed the system. With the refuge 
staff's aid, the YCC chose a site for the 
plant about 60 feet (1,800 cm) from the 
camp's building. The major requirement 
for the site was that the generator be 20 
feet (600 cm) higher than any obstruc
tion within 100 yards (90 m). It was also 
placed as close to the work site as possi
ble to reduce power loss in the lines. 

The YCC workers were eager and ex
cited about this project. The engineer
ing diagrams that the wind plant manu
facturer provided were confusing and 
vague, but work on erecting the tower 
continued as the plans were interpreted. 
The concrete tower base and the guy 
wire anchors were laid and poured by 
the YCC workers. The tower was 
raised with the help of the refuge staff. 
In the meantime, some YCC workers 
were digging trenches for the under
ground cables while others —with the 
help of an electrician—wired the control 
panel, the AC inverter and batteries. 
The professional help was necessary be
cause the wind plant had not come with 
a complete set of wiring instructions. 

Perseverance and several phone calls to 
the component manufacturers paid off. 
The system was finally hooked up with
out destroying any electrical circuits and 
without anyone being shocked. 

The wind plant's 12-volt DC system is 
very similar to an automobile's electrical 
system. The alternator at the top or the 
tower is comparable to the one under a 
car's hood, the control panel (which in
cludes an ampmeter, voltage meter and 
cut-off switch) is comparable to a car's 
voltage regulator. The batteries in both 
perform the same function. 

Converting the 12-volt DC power into 
115-volt AC power requires an in
verter. This is connected to the control 
panel so that, when the wind is blow
ing, the inverter is powered directly by 
the alternator. On windless days, power 
comes from the storage batteries. 

The alternator produces 1,000 watts of 
power. With some energy lost in trans-

(Cont inued on p. 1 8) 

Help Others Con
serve Energy—Share 
Your Ideas with 
GRIST! 

The article on this page 
illustrates how a little ingenuity 
and effort can bring about 
substantial energy savings. Simi
lar projects, we are sure, are 
being tried in other park and 
recreation areas. 

To encourage new energy-
saving projects and to keep our 
readers informed on the latest 
practical energy-saving tips, 
GRIST will feature a regular 
section on this vital topic. 

So please write and tell GRIST 
what you are doing to help 
conserve energy. Let us share 
your ideas with your fellow park 
and recreation practitioners. We 
all must work together to save 
precious energy resources. 
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Ingenuity 

Streambed Gravel 
Sampler 

Fish biologists often need to obtain 
samples of streambeds on which fish 
spawn. They may want to discover 
such things as the composition and 
stratification of the bed, how clean it 
is, or the amount and type of micro
organisms available to feed the eggs 
and alevins. 

Traditional sampling methods pre
clude obtaining stratified samples 
because the streambed is disturbed 
during the collection process. Also, 

The Answer Is Blowin' 
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mission lines and in the inverter, there 
are still 900 watts of usable power. This 
is enough to power electric drills, small 
sanders, lights, and a movie or slide 
projector. Over the summer, when 
winds are usually calmer than they are 
during the rest of the year, there were 
only two days when the windmill's 
blades didn't move. In October, the pre
vailing winds averaged over 12 miles 
(192 km) an hour. 

The YCC Open House at the end of the 
summer was a memorable experience. 
The evening's feature was color slides 
and movies of that summer's YCC ac
tivities and accomplishments. The 
westerly breezes held up after dark, as 
parents viewed the presentation. Near
by and 40 feet (1,200 cm) up, the propeller 
whirred steadily, providing power for 
the show. The experience at the YCC 
camp has confirmed the advice of that 
famous 1960s folk song: "The answer, my 
friend, is blowin' in the wind; the answer 
is blowin' in the wind." 

This article was reprinted from Energy, 
Issue No. 9, a publication of the Energy Con
servation Project, a cooperative venture of the 
National Recreation and Park Association, 
National Park Service, Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and Heritage Conservation and Rec
reation Service (formerly Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation). 

much of the equipment used to obtain 
samples is bulky and heavy—a problem 
where the sampling site is remote. 

Equip Tips reports that the U.S. Forest 
Service's San Dimas Equipment 
Development Center (SDEDC) has 
developed a freeze sampler that is 
lightweight and portable, and can 
provide a stratified sample of the 
streambed. The sampler consists of a 
hollow tube (or probe) which is driven 
into the streambed with a driving rod. 
A copper tube with a brass nozzle is 
inserted into the probe, and the carbon 
dioxide (C02) from a standard COz fire 

extinguisher bottle is fed through the 
tube. As the C 0 2 exits the nozzle at 
the end of the tube, it expands, cooling 
the probe and freezing the soil 
immediately around the probe. The 
probe is then withdrawn from the 
streambed bringing the frozen sample 
with it. After the sample thaws, it can 
be separated from the probe. A typical 
sample might weigh 5 lbs. (2.25 kg) and 
be 2 ft. (60 cm) long and 6 in. (15 cm) 
in diameter. 

Further details on the operation of 
the sampler can be obtained from 
SDEDC. 

Gun Replica for Visitor 
Inspection 

As in most museums, a number of 
exhibits at Fort Union National 
Monument (NM) were under glass. 
Visitors could look at and read about 
the specimens, but they couldn't touch 
them. 

Now, thanks to a suggestion of Chief 
Ranger Robert Hoff, visitors can "heft" 
a piece of local history. The monument 
has purchased—at a cost of $30—a 
replica handgun of the period covered 
by its displays, Accurate in detail and 
the same weight as the real thing, the 

non-firing replica can be handled by 
visitors. It is placed on a display stand, 
out of the reach of children, and fastened 
in place with a length of light chain. 

Hoff reports that visitors are often 
surprised to be able to touch some
thing; the gun is one of the most pop
ular exhibits in the museum. It often 
serves as an "icebreaker" to open con
versations with park interpreters. 
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Conservation 

Pollution Solution 

Low-Cost Lights for Remote Areas 

Entrance stations or other small 
facilities in remote park areas often 
need electricity for lighting, but find 
the cost prohibitive. Based on an idea 
developed by Seasonal Ranger Ron 
Slosson, the entrance stations in the 
Colorado State Forest have lights 
powered by an automobile battery. The 
equipment needed is inexpensive; the 
system can easily be installed by park 
personnel. 

Each entrance station is equipped 
with a 12-volt battery, two battery 
clips, 12 feet (360 cm) of standard 110-
volt electrical wire, two 110-volt light 
sockets with pull switches, and two 12-
volt 50-watt bulbs. Total cost should 
not exceed $40. 

One battery charging will give light 
for a week. The use of an existing 
charger keeps the power costs low and 
helps conserve energy. 

An inflatable Goodyear boom, 
normally used to contain oil spills at 
sea, fences off an "in-the-lake" pool for 
swimmers at Packanack Lake near 
Paterson, NJ. 

A skirt of vinyl is suspended from 
the Goodyear Sea Sentry boom and 
anchored with sand to the lake bottom. 
Clean well water is pumped into the 
"pool" and polluted lake water is kept 
out. The floating boom rises and falls 
with the lake level, preventing any 
spillover. 

The boom used at Packanack Lake is 
500 feet (15,000 cm) long with sides of 
100 and 170 feet (5,120 and 3,000 cm) 
feet. It is attached to solid bulkheads 
that extend from the lake shore. 

In addition to providing swimmers 
with cleaner water and fewer pollution-
caused sore throats, the boom offers 
other safety advantages. It gives swim
mers a place to rest and prevents boats 
from entering the swimming area. 
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Maintenance . . . 

Garbage Compactor 
Hauls Tumbleweed 

At Canyonlands National Park (UT), 
wind-driven tumbleweed (Russian 
Thistle) often builds up in campgrounds, 
creating both a fire hazard and a 
breeding ground for rattlesnakes. 

Park employees had used stake body 
or pickup trucks to remove the 
tumbleweed to the nearby sanitary 
landfill site. Though not heavy, the 
bulky nature of the tumbleweed 
required several truck loads and trips to 
the landfill in removing the weed from 
just one campground. 

Maintenance Worker Anthony P. 
Trujillo has suggested using a garbage 
truck compactor for the job. It can save 
many man-hours, he claims. A three-
man team, one driver and two loaders, 
can clear a site in one trip. Using the 
compactor also eliminates the problem 
of the tumbleweed blowing out of the 
open trucks on the way to the landfill. 

Bicycle Flags for 
Mowers 

The same flags that provide bicycle 
riders with a measure of safety by 
alerting motorists to their location can 
be used on mowers and small tractors 
that cut grass or perform other chores 
along park roadways and parkways. 

H.R. Freedle, a maintenance worker 
at the Blue Ridge Parkway (NC, VA), 
suggests welding a 12 to 14-inch (30 to 
35 cm) piece of pipe to each mower or 
tractor to hold the 6-foot (180 cm) 
fiberglass staff for the bicycle flag. He 
further suggests that the pipe flag 
holder be located at the front of the 
mower so it will not interfere with the 
operator in any way. 

The flag will alert park motorists to 
the exact location of the mower. This is 
especially important at the crest of a 
hill when the low-slung mower is diffi
cult to see. 

Beach Grader 

Harry Staak, senior ranger at 
Monmouth County (NJ) Park System, 
has used 3" x 12" (7.5 x 30 cm) oak 
boards, braced with 1/4" (.625 cm) 
llirods at the joints, to construct this 
beach grader. 

When towed behind a tractor, it 
easily cuts down hills and fills in eroded 
areas. 
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Lightweight Trash 
Vehicle 

Small scattered facilities at Southford 
Falls State Park (CT) made the use of 
large compacting trucks impractical and 
fuel-inefficient. So park personnel 
converted a dump-body pickup truck to 
a trash truck that travels well over 
both highways and narrow roads and 
can easily be operated by one man. 

The enclosure, which holds 2 1/2 
cubic yards (1.9 m3) of paper and other 
waste, is made of a frame of 2 x 4's (5 
x 10 cm) and 4 x 4's (10 x 10 cm). The 
rear door swings open and latches to 
the side for dumping. Because the front 
wall of the enclosure is a metal grill, 
the truck—when empty—can be 

operated with the rear door latched 
open to give the driver full rear vision. 

Other features of this truck include a 

sliding hatch for top loading and tool 
storage racks on the side. 

Time-Tested Beach 
Rake 

The city of Huntington Beach, CA, 
has a one-mile (1.6 km) section of beach 
that requires complete cleaning every 
24 hours during the peak season— 
about four months of the year. 

Using the basic design of a hay rake, 
the city developed an efficient beach 
rake 30 years ago that is still going 
strong. As the rake is pulled through 
the sand, it gathers all the loose debris. 
When the rake is full, the gathered 
debris is dumped into a series of wind

rows for later pick-up. 
Vincent G. Moorehouse, director of 

the city's Department of Harbors and 
Beaches, reports that with three of 
these rakes, the entire beach is cleaned 
in eight hours. He estimates that this 
system collects over 800 cubic yards 
(608 m3) of trash a year. 

The rakes are virtually hand-built at 
a cost of approximately $10,000 each. 
They permit the large areas of beach to 
be cleaned in a short time with minimal 
manpower. Moorehouse estimates that 
the rakes eliminate 90 percent of the 
hand cleaning. 

Boat Windshield 
Covers Increase Night 
Visibility 

Rangers at Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area (AZ, NV) found that 
the 20-point running light on their 
Skipjack patrol boats caused bright 
reflections off the white deck and flying 
bridge. These reflections severely 
limited visibility during night patrols, 
creating potential safety problems for 
the crew. 

Supervisory Park Ranger Ralph E. 
Patterson suggested a solution: an 
opaque cloth cover for the low 
windshield which the boat operator 
looked over rather than through. The 
first cover was made of black felt with 
velcro fasteners. While it solved the 
visibility problem, the Park Safety 
Officers suggested a softer material 
that wouldn't scratch or mar the 
plexiglass windshield. 

The covers now in use are made of 
pre-shrunk black flannel: they too use 
velcro fasteners for attaching the cover 
to the curved windshield. The covers— 
which include an NPS patch—cost 
about $6. each to make. Those at Lake 
Mead, however, were obtained at no 
cost; the flannel was donated and 
Ranger wives did the sewing. 
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Fish Cleaning Area 

Each year thousands of fishermen 
use the fish cleaning area at the Platte 
River Campground at Sleeping Bear 
Dunes National Lakeshore (MI). 
Previously, when salmon and trout 
fishing reached their peak—from late 
August into November—fish entrails 
and other debris often caused serious 
sanitation problems. The entrails would 
plug drains and cause water to saturate 
the area. Fishermen often dropped 
entrails on their way to the trash cans. 
Their feet would push these entrails 
into the muddy ground. The result—a 
smelly mess! 

Park Technician Patrick F. Newton 
suggested improvements for the fish 
cleaning area that resulted in a more 
sanitary and better-looking facility and 
also saved time for the park personnel 
responsible for maintaining the area. 

A 9' x 20' (2.7 x 6.0 m) area around 
the two cleaning tables was dug out to 
a depth of 4 inches (10 cm) and filled 
with crushed rock. The rock allowed 
for better drainage and made cleanup— 
by both the fishermen and the park 
personnel—easier. 

Newton also suggested building a 
rack that would hold the trash cans in 
the area 2 feet (60 cm) above the 
ground level and increasing the number 

of cans from four to twelve. The raised 
trash cans looked neater and made 
cleanup easier. The rack also helped the 
trash truck crew by decreasing the 
distance the crew had to lift the cans. A 
30-gallon (264 1) can full of entrails can 
weigh 250 pounds (112.5 kg)! 

Gravel Pads for Water 
Pumps 

Visitors to the Washington County 
(PA) parks can draw a bucket of water 
and still keep their feet dry thanks to 
Park Project Manager Thomas Felak's 
design for a gravel pad. 

Four metal stakes are used to forma 6' 
(180 cm) circle of T (30 cm) corrugated 
pipe which has several holes burned 
into it for drainage. Slit plastic hose is 
fitted over the rough edge of the pipe 
for safety and the circle is filled with 
gravel. 

The result: a good-looking area with 
no puddles. 

"Day-Glo" Numbers 
on Emergency 
Telephones 

Be it the elements, vandals, or simply 
the lack of light, emergency telephones 
with no or illegible identifying numbers 
on them can delay much-needed help to 
injured hikers or other park visitors. 
Without this number, the dispatcher 
must ask the often-confused hiker to 
describe surroundings which are 
unfamiliar to him. 

Roger L. Trick, dispatch supervisor at 
Grand Canyon National Park (AZ), 
suggests that each phone bear its 
identification number—in large letters 
made of "Day-Glo" or other reflective 
tape—on its receiver. It is important, 
says Trick, that the number be legible 
at night with the light of a match or 
the moon. 
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Visitor Registration 
Box 

The Bureau of Land Management has 
developed a simplified visitor registra
tion and information box, which is 
currently being field tested in the 
Kremmling Resource Area (CO). 

Designed by Gary Schooley, recrea
tion aide, and Elvin Clapp, outdoor 
recreation planner, the box provides 
spaces for visitor registration forms 
(6110-7) plus space for maps, brochures, 
or other informative materials. A land 
status map of the area is posted inside 
the lid. 

A key factor in getting the visitors to 
use these boxes is their location. At 
Kremmling they have been placed at 
points on access roads where a vehicle 
is forced to slow down. For example, 
several boxes were installed at fences 
where the visitor must stop and open a 
gate. 

ASSEMBLY 

The top of the l id is mode of %"(1 .875 cm) 
AC plywood with a good grade of finished 
1 " x 4"(2.54 x 1 0.0 cm) pine for the sides. 
It is nailed together with 6 penny finish 
and 6 penny box nai ls. Glue all joints 
using Elmers Glue Al l or any other reliable 
wood glue. 

The base is made of %"(1 .875 cm) 
AC plywood with 1 " x 4"(2.54 x 1 0.0 cm) 
pine boards (finished) for the sides 
and middle partit ion. It is nailed 
together with 6 penny box nai ls. A l l 
joints are glued. 
Turn the lid upside down and place the 

base inside. Mount three hinges,equal ly 
spaced on the back of the registration box. 
The box is mounted on a post, sawed off 
at approximately a 30° angle. Using a 5/32' 
(.391 cm) dri l l bit , dr i l l four holes in the 
base of the box and then in the post. 
Mount box with '/J"x 2"(.625 x 5.08 cm) 
or 14"x 2hr"(.625 x 6.33 cm) lag screws. 
Install middle partition of the box after 
the box is mounted on the post. The paper 
cl ip is held in place by the bottom lag 
screw. Use a washer to hold the clip in 
place. 
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Stow It! 

GRIST 
A Publication of the Park 
Practice Program 

The Park Practice Program is a cooperative effort of the Na
tional Park Service and the National Recreation and Park As
sociation. 

William ]. Whalen, Director 

National Park Service 

John H. Davis, Executive Director 
National Recreation and Park Association 

The Park Practice Program includes: Trends, a quarterly publica
tion on topics of general interest in park and recreation man
agement and programming; Gn'sf, a bimonthly publication on 
practical solutions to everyday problems in park and recreation 
operations including energy conservation, cost reduction, 
safety, maintenance, and designs for small structures; Design, a 
quarterly compendium of plans for park and recreation struc
tures which demonstrate quality design and intelligent use of 
materials. 

Membership in the Park Practice Program includes a subscrip
tion to all three publications and a library of back issues ar
ranged in binders with indices and all publications for the 
remainder of the calendar year. The initial membership fee is 
S80; annual renewal is $20. A separate subscription to Grist is 
$15 initially and $7.50 on renewal. Subscription applications 
and fees, and membership inquiries should be sent only to: 
National Recreation and Park Association, 1601 North Kent 
Street, Arlington, VA 22209. 

The information presented in any of the publications of the Park 
Practice Program does not reflect an endorsement by the agen
cies sponsoring the program or the editors. 

Articles, suggestions, ideas, and comments are invited and 
should be sent to: Park Practice Program, Division of Federal 
and State Liaison, National Park Service, Washington, DC 
20240. 

Editorial Staff 

Division of Federal and State Liaison 
National Park Service 

Frank C. Goodell, Managing Editor 

James A. Burnett, Editor Design and Gnst 

Maureen Palmedo, Consulting Editor, Trends, Grist and Design 

Maureen Finnerty, Editorial Assistant 

Map Rack 

A map rack, designed and used by 
Dana Reed, director of the Sandusky 
County Park District (OH), keeps maps 
and drawings flat and easily accessible 
yet takes up little office space. 

The rack frame is made of 2 x 2's (5 
x 5 cm) and 1 x 4's (2.5 x 10 cm) 

fastened with wood screws and glue. It 
is mounted to studs in the office wall. 
The holders for each set of maps are 
made of two pieces of 3/4" (1.875 cm) 
wide plywood edge trims and two 
binder clips—5/8" (1.6 cm) capacity. The 
clips are available in any office supply 
store. 

Up to 30 maps or drawings fit into 
each holder. 

Backpack Holders 

Once the garbage cans at Point Reyes 
National Seashore (CA) were secured, 
the local animal population turned to 
hikers' backpacks for their free lunch. 

One solution is for the hiker to hang 
his or her pack in a tree. But many of 
the campsites at Point Reyes have no 
trees. 

A second solution has been proposed 
by Ranger Scott Evans and Mainte
nance Worker Joe Silveira—a backpack 
hanger made from metal pipe. The de
sign is simple: a vertical length of pipe 
with a "t" fitting to which two short 
lengths of horizontal pipe, capped at 
each end, are inserted. At Point Reyes, 
the horizontal pipes are 7' (210 cm) 
above the ground. 

Evans and Silveira suggest that one 
such hanger, installed for every two 

campsites, could reduce damage to 
packs and their contents and encourage 
the animals to eat their natural food. 


